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Nikon 4000ED with all film Modules

Nikon Super Coolscan
4000ED & 8000ED Scanners

FOR YEARS, NIKON has been
helping bridge the gap from film to digital
technology with its full line of scanners.
Their most recent offerings, the Super
Coolscan 4000ED ^nd 8000ED, feature just
about anything a serious photographer
could imagine.

The Super Coolscan 4000ED is designed
to handle 35mm and APS positive and neg-
ative film. It features the Nikon LED tech-
nology, which is famous for its light source
color accuracy and consistency. The
4000ED features a Nikkor ED high-resolu-
tion lens with high-dispersion glass to guar-

antee maximum sharpness. A large open-
ing on the front of the scanner accommo-
dates a variety of film modules. Best of all,
any of these modules can be removed and
swapped with other modules while the
unit is turned on.

Starting with the basic modules that are
included with your scanner purchase, you
have slide and negative strip devices. A sin-
gle slide can be inserted in the Slide Mount
Adapter (MA-20), which is then replaced
by the next slide after performing the scan.
A Film Strip Holder (FH-3) enables you to
insert a single frame or multiple frames of

film into this Slide Mount Adapter. ITie
Strip Film Adapter (SA-21) accepts from
two-six 35mm film frames and allows you
to batch scan the strip. When your batch
scan is complete, simply eject the strip. You
can open the top of either module if you
have trouble with either the film strip or
slide during scanning.

Nikon features several optional modules
to satisfy your scanning demands. The IA-
20 pulls an entire APS roll into the scanner
and creates thumbnails of each image. You
can make adjustments to each image, and
then batch scan selected images from the

Above: Nikon 4000ED with SF-2000 bulk slide module.
Left: Nikon 8000ED film scanner with film holder inserted and
setup menu on monitor.
Inset left: Nikon 8000ED film holders.
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roll. If you want to scan large amounts of
slides at one time, you can use the option-
al SF-200 Slide Feeder, which has a tray that
feeds, scans and re-stacks up to 50 slides at
a time. The SA-30 Roll Film Adapter allows
you to feed unmounted film from 2-40
frames for unattended batch scanning.

The 4000 dpi optical resolution of the
4000ED has a dynamic range of 4.2 to pro-
vide detail throughout the entire image. It
allows you to scan images up to 3946 x
5959 pixels in as little as 38 seconds.
Computer communication is with a
Firewire adapter card and uses plug-and-
play technology. The 4000ED works with
Mac OS 8.6 or later, Windows/98 2nd
Edition, Windows/ME, and Windows/
2000. The firmware in the scanner can be
updated with downloads from Nikon tech-
nical support. Since the operating software
is the same for both the 4000ED and
8000ED, we will discuss its features after we
look at the 8000ED.

The 8000ED scanner is designed for the
advanced photographer with scanning
needs ranging from 16mm strips up to 6x9
medium format images. This unit does not
use the adapter modules found in the
4000ED, but instead uses a film holder sys-
tem. You simply match your film type to a
specific holder and insert it into the front
of the scanner. The scanner immediately
identifies which holder was inserted and
sets up the proper software. The 8000ED
scanner system supports more than 20 dif-
ferent film and film strips, including scien-
tific microscope slides.

This 4000 dpi scanner has a dynamic
range of 4.2 and can scan an area up to
10,000 x 13,860 pixels. The resulting scan
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Above: ICE has a "Normal" and Fine Setting. OEM
and ROC are set with sliders.

Left: Tool Palette with lightness, chroma, and hue
menu.

can result in 48-bit images with file sizes up
to 790 megabytes. The 8000ED also uses
Firewire board communication, and works
with Mac OS 8.6 or later, Windows/98 2nd
Edition, Windows/ME, or Windows/2000.

When the 4000ED and 8000ED scanners
were first introduced, they were shipped
with Nikon Scan 3 software, but before
long, Nikon was offering an improved 3.1
version. It featured just about every image
control you could imagine. It allows you to
crop, set resolution, rotate, adjust color and
contrast, correct gamma, set the bit rate to
8 or 16, and set up color management to
match your computer's editing system.

As if all these features weren't enough to
encourage you to purchase the 4000ED or
8000ED scanners, there is even more. Both
scanners incorporate the suite of sophisti-
cated enhancement tools from Applied
Scientific called Digital Ice. Digital Ice
(Image Correction and Enhancement) is
designed to remove small scratches, fun-
gus, dust, and fingerprints during the scan.
ROC (Reconstruction of Color) technology
gives new life to images that have faded
and lost color over time. This scanner soft-
ware analyzes the color layers and recon-
structs the color to closely match the origi-
nal photo.

GEM (Grain Enhancement and Manage-
ment) is used when you scan high speed
film or pushed film with a large grain pat-
tern. Using different levels of grain reduc-
tion you can achieve a perfect combina-
tion of reduced grain, while still maintain-
ing image detail.

The Coolscan products also include a full
version of Altimira Genuine Fractals for
lossless compression of image data. With

DigrtalWirelessFreedom

PocketWizard
in

profotoAcute2R
The new generation Profoto Acute2R is the
first power pack to incorporate a digital
radio receiver. Now you can trigger your
power pack without an inch of wires and
never worry about batteries. That's because

the radio is built into the pack and runs off
the same AC power as the power pack. And
with a triggering range of 300 feet, you can
move freely in your studio without tripping
over PC cords.

~ PocketWizard Receiver inside

~ 32 channels plus Selective Quad
Triggering Zones

~ Automatic "Learn Mode" stores channel
and zone selection

a Short flash duration
n Fast recycle time

* Proportional modeling lights
n 6 f/stop range

~ Symmetrical/Asymmetrical

Simple elegance, advanced
technology... Profoto

C o m p a t i b l e
with all PocketWizard products

STOCKHOLM SWEDEN

MAMIYA AMERICA CORPORATION
8 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523
Phone: 914-347-3300 • Fax: 914-347-3309

E-mail: info@profoto-usa.com
www.profoto-usa.com
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NikonScan 3 tools palette with ICE cubed
technology

this software, you can use the scanner's
highest resolution, convert the file to this
compression format, and then resize it
without loss of image quality or pixelation.

About eight months ago we started the
project of archiving 80,000 film images.
We had heard about the Super Coolscan
4000ED, so we added it to our Nikon LS-
2000 scanner for the project. We found

the 4000ED it to be an incredible film
scanner and the color management sys-
tem was the best we had ever seen. Even
the most difficult images were scanning
better than we could have imaged. When
we did occasionally encounter a difficult
image, the various scanner software con-
trols allowed us to easily make the neces-
sary corrections.

Since we had so many images to scan, we
sorted them according to film types, expo-
sure problems or slide mount type (plastic or
paper). We set up the scanner to batch scan
slides and negatives with the Digital ICE
technology turned on all the time.
Although the scan times increased, we no
longer had to worry about dust and scratch-
es. This saved editing time and the

Specifications 4000E Specifications 8000ED

Film Adapter
Slide Mount Adapter MA-20(S)
Strip Film Adapter SA-21 (2 to 6 frames)
Strip Film Holder FH-3 (1 to 6 frames)
1X240 Film Adapter IA-20(S) (15,25,40 frames, optional)
Roll Film Adapter SA-30 (2 to 40 frames, optional)
Slide Feeder SF-200(S) (1 to 50 frames, optional)
Medical Slide Holder FH-G1 (for slide glass, optional, not
shown)

Scanning Area: 25.1 x 38mm (3,946 x 5,959 pixels)
Imaging Optics: Scanner Nikkor ED lens (7 elements in 4
groups including 3 ED glass elements)
Scan Time: Approx 38 seconds at 4000 dpi (35mm)
Optical Density: 4.2 dynamic range
Output data: 16-bits, 8-bits per color channel (user
selectable)
Multi-sample scanning: 2, 4, 8, 16 times (user selectable) for
reduced noise
Color Management: Built in; uses standard ICC profiles to
color match across System
Panel Indicators: READY, BUSY and ERROR status
indicated by front LED
Interface: IEEE 1394 (OHCI Compliant)
Power Requirements: 100-240 VAC, 0.3-0.2A, 50/60Hz
Dimensions: (WxHxD) 3.7 x 6.6 x 12.4 in. (93 x 169 x
315mm)
Weight (approx.) 6.6 Ibs (3kg)

Film Holders
Film Holder 35mm Strip Film Holder FH-835S
35mm Mounted Film Holder FH-835M
120/220 Strip Film Holder FH-869S
120/220 Mounted Film Holder FH-869M (optional)
120/220 Strip Film Holder with Glass FH-869G (optional)
120/220 Film Rotated Holder with Glass FH-869GR
(optional)
16mm Film Holder FH-816 (optional)
Medical Slide Holder FH-8G1 (optional)

Scan Time: 35mm film: approx. 47 seconds
6x9: approx. 150 seconds
System Requirements: OS 8.6 or later (Power Mac G3 or later -
G4 or later recommended), Windows/98 2nd Edition,
Windows/ME, and Windows 2000
Power Requirements: 100-240 VAC, 0.3-0.2A, 50/60Hz
Environmental Temperature: 50-95°F (10-35°C)
Relative Humidity: 20-60% (non-condensing)
Dimensions: (WxHxD) 9.6 x 19.1 x 7.9 in. (245 x 485 x
200mm)
Weight: (approx.) 19.8 Ibs (9kg)
Accessories included: Includes: IEEE 1394 cable (6 pin, 6 pin),
IEEE 1394 Interface card (works with Windows & Macintosh)
Imaging Optics: Scanner Nikkor ED lens (14 elements in 6
groups including 6 ED glass elements)
Optical Density: 4.2 dynamic range
Multi-sample scanning: 2,4, 8,16 times (user selectable) for
reduced noise
Panel Indicators: READY, BUSY and ERROR status
indicated by front LED
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30 year old slide with red shift. ROC was used to analyze layers and make color
corrections.

Corrected image using the ROC technology.

headache was well worth the added scan
time.

In the middle of the project we ran across
about 2000 slides that had been pho-
tographed on a remote location and had
faded due to incorrect processing. We
turned on the ROC technology, and were
amazed at the color reconstructive team-
work of the 4000ED and powerful ROC
software.

During a recent visit to Applied Science
Fiction in Austin, Texas, we had the oppor-
tunity to try the Nikon 8000ED scanner.
We planned ahead and brought several of
our problem images with us to put the

8000ED to the test. Since the software was
the same, it was an easy process to setup
and scan images. Only the method for
loading the images was different. We did
notice minor differences from one menu to
the next due to the different film formats
and scanning capabilities of the 8000ED.
The final scans were great, just as we have
come to expect from sophisticated Nikon
scanners.

The biggest problem we found with these
new scanners was that they did a better job
scanning than the scanners we have previ-
ously used. We now feel that we need to go
back and re-scan our images on the newer

systems. Thanks to all these technological
advancements, we will have very little post
editing to do once they are scanned.

We also found that these new scanners
change the way we shoot film. Even
though high speed films have tighter grain
patterns, they do have noticeable grain
when enlarged. With the new GEM grain
reduction technology, we find ourselves
grabbing the higher speed films and worry-
ing about correcting any grain problems
during the scanning process. This allows us
maximum flexibility in our photo efforts.

As this article entered production, we
received a press release stating that Nikon

WPPI's PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUALS
SUMMER BLOWOUT SPECIAL!

Summer Discount Price: $59.95

Summer Discount Price: $29.95

Summer Discount Price: $15.95

Summer Discount Price: $15.95

Summer Discount Price: $15.95

Album 2001/2002 Pre-Publishing Price
Retail Price: $89.95

WPPI Album 2000
Retail Price: $49.95

WPPI Album 96
Retail Price: $24.95

WPPI Album 95
Retail Price: $24.95

WPPI Album 94
Retail Price: $24.95

PPA Exhibit 96
Retail Price: $24.95 Summer Discount Price: $15.95

Buy WPPI Album 94, 95, 96 & PPA Exhibit 94
together for just $39.95

Buy Pre-Publishing Album 2001/2002,
Album 2000 + One other Album for $89.95
Domestic Shipping—$13 up to 3 Books, $20 up to 5 Books
$30 All Foreign Orders.

Offer expires September 31, 2002.
All orders will be shipped when credit card is processed.

Phone Orders (310) 451-0090 x 304
Secure Internet Orders:
http://www.wppinow.com/marketplace/index.taf

WEDDING AND PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHERS INTERNATIONAL
1312 Lincoln Blvd. P.O. Box 2003 Santa Monica, CA 90406

(310) 451-0090 Fax (310) 395-9058
Email: mgourlay@rfpublishing.com



Left: ISO 3200 color negative image with normal scan.
Above: ISO 3200 color negative image with GEM technolgy
applied.
Above right: JPEG compression on left and Fractal compres-
sion on the right.
Right: Comparison of scans with no ICE on left and ICE on
right.

has just introduced new software creating
seamless integration between Nikon scan-
ners and Mac OS X. The patch is current-
ly available at: www.NikonTechUSA.com.
For more information on Nikon digital
products, log onto their web page at

www.nikonusa.com and check out their
demos on Nikon scanners. Further infor-
mation on Applied Science Fiction can be
found at www.asf.com and Altamira
Group's web site is www.altamira-group.
com.

lack and Sue Drafahl are freelance journalists/pho-
tographers living in the Pacific Northwest. They have
owned and operated a custom lab and service
bureau, Image Concepts, for many years. They can
be reached at: concepts@pacifier.com. The Drafahls
new web site is: www.jackandsuedrafahl.com

Good Quality Doesn't Cost
It Pays!

NORTH
AMERICAN
PHOTO
The color lab you can count on.
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Candids, Portraits, Digital Services & ProShots

Call Today
1.800.654.6544

or visit
www.naphoto.com

27451 Schoolcraft, Livonia, Michigan 48150
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